Postburn dorsal and palmar interdigital commissural contractures: Anatomy and treatment—A new approach
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ABSTRACT

Background: Postburn dorsal and palmar interdigital commissural contracture is one of the most common complications of hand burns which restricts finger motion and presents a serious cosmetic defect. Many techniques and flaps have been suggested, and research continues for more effective techniques as the problem has not been solved. Methods: Anatomy of scar interdigital commissural contractures was studied in 760 operated patients aiming to develop a new, more effective surgical technique. Results: There are two anatomic types of scar commissural contractures: edge and total. Dorsal and palmar commissural contractures are identified as the edge type and are caused by the fold located along interdigital fossa’s edge. In the fold, the lateral sheet is scars, and the medial sheet and adjacent interdigital fossa are healthy skin. Total commissural contracture is characterized by interdigital fossa obliteration and phalanges’ fusion. Scar sheets have a trapeze-shaped surface deficiency (contracture cause), which spreads from the fold’s crest to metacarpophalangeal joints. The surgical technique consists of scar surface deficiency compensation and commissural groove and slant restoration which can be optimally achieved with the trapezoid adipose-cutaneous flap. The best donor site is interdigital fossa. The small skin grafts on the lateral surface of proximal phalanges did not present a cosmetic defect. Conclusion: Dorsal and palmar interdigital commissural contractures are of an edge type and can be successfully reconstructed with trapeze-flap plasty.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the frequent consequences of hand burns is the interphalangeal scar commissural contracture that is characterized by the fold formation along the edge of interdigital fossa, smoothing and deforming the commissural groove and slant. Finger motion restriction and significant cosmetic defect are an indication for surgery. Multiple reconstructive options have been suggested for interdigital space restoration [1,2], such as skin grafting and various local flaps. An optimal technique, however, that would lead to perfect functional and good cosmetic results is yet to be explored. Reconstruction should not only release the contracture but also restore all commissural components: interdigital fossa’s depth and form, interphalangeal groove and slant up to metacarpal head level. Our vast experience in this field showed that most commonly used current procedures are unable to release the contracture fully while simultaneously restoring interphalangeal groove and slant on all its extent, which would prevent the contracture recurrence and yield good cosmetic outcomes. Dissatisfied with results, we studied the commissural contracture more carefully considering the possibility of using a flap from interdigital fossa for contracture elimination and all commissural components’ restoration. The achieved satisfying results prompted the development of a new approach to surgical treatment presented in this paper.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

760 patients with postburn interdigital commissural contractures, 420 men and 340 women, from 5 to 65 years old, were operated personally; 76 of them were children; 635 of patients had first web space contractures that were eliminated simultaneously. Every patient had 1 to 6 contractures on one or both hands. Dorsal commissural contracture was diagnosed in 623 patients (82% of the total...
number); palmar, in 84 patients (11%), and total contracture, in 53 patients (7%). Rough, thick scars on hand’s dorsal surface in 65 patients were excised, and the wound was resurfaced with split skin grafts simultaneously with commissural groove and slant restoration with a trapezoid flap. In half of the patients, palmar commissural contracture was combined with palm contracture and finger flexion contracture; all contractures of the hand palmar surfaces were eliminated simultaneously using specific reconstructive techniques. Before and during the operation, attention was paid to the anatomic features of contractures: scar location and spreading on the dorsal and palmar hand surfaces and fingers, the fold’s presence and its location in relation to interdigital fossa, the fold’s features (contracture type). Moreover, the interdigital fossa’s depth, interdigital groove, and slant were observed in finger’s abduction position; metacarpophalangeal joint flexion and extension were also observed. Immediate and follow-up (from 6 months to 15 years) results were evaluated using the following criteria: 1) Presence of residual or recurred contracture; 2) Full or partial restoration of the following components: a) interdigital fossa’s depth and form, b) interphalangeal groove, and c) slant on all its normal extension, starting from the metacarpal bone heads’ level; 3) Donor site morbidity.

The results were considered positive if the anatomy of commissures was fully restored in comparison with healthy hand, in which, after fingers’ abduction (dorsal hand view), the interdigital commissural space accepts a form of a groove, slanting smoothly from metacarpal bone heads level to the palmar interdigital fold. In finger abduction, the space among proximal phalanges is easily increased due to skin’s surplus and its elasticity. Skin excess in interphalangeal groove allows for fingers to diverge and have separate motions in metacarpophalangeal joints. When the hand is in a rest (comfort) position, approximately half of the groove is smoothed. When metacarpophalangeal joints flex, a fossa appears between the heads of the metacarpal bone heads. Therefore, the interdigital commissure, as a separate hand unit, should be estimated in fingers’ abduction and adduction position, in metacarpophalangeal joints extension and flexion. Therefore, the commissural contracture treatment is aimed at restoring its anatomic components: the commissural groove, slant, intermetacarpal heads’ fossa and interdigital fossa’s shape and depth. These normal anatomic characteristics were used as criteria for evaluation of the effectiveness of the surgical techniques.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Anatomy of Commissural Contractures

Based on anatomic features, the commissural contractures were classified into two types: edge (dorsal and palmar), making up 93% of the total number, and total (7%).

3.1.1. Anatomy of Dorsal Commissural Contracture

(D Figure 1)

Dorsal commissural contractures, making up 82% of the total number, are the result of dorsal hand surface burns. At time of burns, fingers adduct; therefore, half of the proximal interphalangeal space (groove and slant) is injured with the dorsal hand at the same degree. While the wound is healing, the fingers are in an adduction position; therefore, contracted inelastic scars cover nearly half of the interphalangeal space, smoothing and deforming the groove and slant (Figure 1(a)), forming a crescent-shaped fold along the dorsal edge of interdigital fossa (Figures 1(a) and (b)). The fossa between the metacarpal bone heads also becomes smoothed. The fold, as a hood, covers the proximal half of the interdigital space (fossa) partially or fully. The lateral (dorsal) sheet (in relation to interdigital fossa) of the fold is scars and is the cause of the contracture due to surface deficiency (Figure 1(a)). The contracted scar’s surface deficiency extends from the fold’s crest (where it is maximal) to the metacarpal bone heads and has a trapezoid form (Figures 1(c) and 2(c)). The medial fold’s sheet is the healthy skin which spreads over the interdigital undamaged fossa (Figure 1(a), lower, B). The fold’s crest is the edge of scars (Figures 1(a) and (b)). Thus, the dorsal commissural scar contracture is identified as the edge type, having three specific anatomic characteristics: 1) the fold is formed along the interdigital fossa edge; 2) the crest of the fold is the edge of scars; 3) therefore, the crescent-shaped fold consists of two distinctively different sheets: scar lateral (according to the interdigital fossa) and healthy skin medial sheet. These three anatomic features characterize the edge scar contractures regardless of their localization [3, 4].

Commissural edge contracture is caused by the scar sheet surface deficiency which is necessary to determine as the basis for reconstruction: reconstruction involves scar surface deficiency compensation with a flap of a similar shape. The scar surface deficiency is measured as follows: lateral (dorsal) scar sheet of the fold is separated from the medial healthy sheet with an incision along the fold’s crest; then, the contracture is released with the scar sheet dissection from the fold’s crest to metacarpal bone heads, or metacarpophalangeal joints’ rotation axis with a Y-shaped incision. The Y-shaped incision (not going beyond the rotation axis level) is necessary for complete contracture release. After fingers’ abduction, the wound, as a rule, accepts a trapezoid form, reflecting the size and form of scar surface deficiency (Figure 1(c)) regardless of contracture severity (Figure 2(c)). This fact, that scar surface deficiency (real cause of contracture, groove and
Figure 1. Anatomy of postburn dorsal interdigital contracture (syndactyly) and reconstruction with trapeze-flap plasty. (a) Upper-dorsal hand scars smoothed commissural groove and scant, formed fold along dorsal edge of interdigital fossa; in the fold: lateral (dorsal) sheet is scars; (below)-medial sheet and fossa is healthy skin; planning of operation ((a) and (b)): Y-shaped line for contracture release from fold’s crest to the metacarpal bone heads; line along fold’s crest for sheets separation; two lines in interdigital fossa are flap’s contours; palmar interphalangeal fold and 2 mm of palm is included in the flap; (c) After scar sheet dissection and finger abduction, the wound (scar surface deficiency) accepted trapezoid form (above the white strip; lower, donor wound); trapezoid adipose-cutaneous flap mobilized; scar surface deficiency (cause of contracture) spreads from the fold’s crest to the metacarpal bone heads; (d) Upper- flap advanced on the wound and sutured with dissected scar’s wound forming the groove and slant; wounds on the lateral surfaces of proximal phalanges; (d) Lower small donor wound on inner surface of proximal phalanges split skin grafted; (e) Follow-up result: contracture fully eliminated; commissural groove, slant and fossa’s depth restored; F-scheme of operation.
slant deformity) has a trapezoid form, is a key for understanding the selection process for flap’s form needed for adequate burned commissure restoration. The form/shape of the scar surface deficiency, which is a trapeze, is used as grounds for development of the new approach and technique for most effective commissure resurfacing. Thus
it became clear that the most suitable reconstructive technique for contracture release, interphalangeal groove and slant restoration should be based on use of the flap of a similar form (trapezoid) (Figures 1(b) and 2(b)). This further explains why triangular local flap plasty (Y-V plasty and, Z-plasty and their modifications) are unable to adequately compensate scar surface deficit, fully release contractures, and restore the interphalangeal groove and slant.

Scars, covering the dorsal hand and fingers and forming the lateral fold sheet, can spread more distally, fusing dorsal surfaces of proximal phalanges (Figure 2(a)). Amidst these scars and healthy medial fold sheet lies the fossa (notch), visible from the palmar side (Figure 2(b)). These anatomic features pre-determine a different curative technique choice.

3.1.2. Palmar Commissural Contracture Anatomy (Figure 3)
Palmar commissural contracture is a result of hand palmar surface burns (Figures 3(a) and (b)). While the wound is healing and scarring, the existing fold presents in distal direction fusing the proximal phalanges and forming the palmar interdigital contracture. The fold consists of two sheets: the medial sheet, which is healthy skin that spreads on undamaged interdigital fossa, and the palmar (lateral) sheet (scars spreading over the palm). The contracture is caused by the palmar scar sheet’s surface deficiency. After sheets’ separation with an incision along the fold’s crest and scar (palmar) sheet dissection with a Y-shaped incision to complete contracture release, and fingers abduction, the wound, as a rule, accepts a trapezoid form (Figure 3(c)). The trapeze-shaped wound reflects the size and form of the scar sheet deficiency. Consequently, for effective contracture elimination a similar to the wound’s shape (trapezoid) flap is needed.

3.1.3. A Total Commissural Contracture
Is formed after severe circular burns hand including fingers and interdigital fossa. Wound healing results in interdigital fossa obliteration and fingers’ lateral surface fusion. Severe scar surface deficiency excludes reconstruction with local and adjacent tissues.

3.2. Surgical Technique
Reconstruction consists of three parts: a) complete contracture release, b) flap mobilization and wound resurfacing with the flap, and c) donor wound covering using skin grafting. The success of reconstruction depends on the optimal donor site choice that would allow necessary flap raise with minimal deformity. Selection of the interdigital fossa for trapezoid flap elevation is a second component of the new approach. The techniques for dorsal and palmar commissural contracture treatment are distinctly different.

3.2.1. Dorsal Contracture Reconstruction (Figure 1)
Planning lies in drawing of four lines in each contracted commissure: 1st—along the fold’s crest; 2nd—a Y-shaped line perpendicular to the first one, passing through the center of the interphalangeal space from the fold’s crest to the metacarpal bone heads; third and fourth lines outline trapezoid flap’s borders in interdigital fossa (Figures 1(a) and (b)). The last lines end on the palm, 2 mm proximally to the palmar interdigital fold’s crest (Figure 1(b)). The width of the flap’s end should be by 1/3rd wider than the wound’s width between metacarpal bone heads’ level, and should equal 5 - 7 mm and should include a part of the fold’s crest. The flap’s base is wider than its end according to the wound’s form. In all cases, the flap’s width should exceed the wound by 1/3rd. The flap’s length is approximately 25 mm and varies (as the width), depending on the measurement of the hand (adult vs. children). The length exceeds the width (middle parts of the flap) by 2 - 2.8 times. The specifics of the flap can be summarized as follows: the flap’s end is wide, subcutaneous fat layer is included in the flap, supplying steady blood circulation, and the flap does not undergo rotation. Therefore, tissue necrosis and flap loss does not occur despite the flap’s tension during its transposition on the wound; and the ratio value (length to width) has no practical meaning or application due to the aforementioned viability qualities of the flap.

Technical details (Figure 1). First, the fold’s sheets are separated with an incision along the fold’s crest; then, a Y-shaped incision, scars and subcutaneous fat layer from the fold’s crest to the metacarpal bone heads. After fingers’ abduction, the trapeze-shaped wound appears (Figures 1(c) and 2(c)). The wound reflects the form and size of the scar surface deficiency and suggests the flap to be further raised. According to the wound size and form (scar surface deficiency), but approximately 1/3rd wider, a trapezoid flap is mobilized. The flap, which has a wide end and no acute angles, includes the skin and subcutaneous fat layer of interdigital fossa, supplying steady blood circulation despite the number of contractures on one hand (Figures 1 and 2). The flap’s base includes the interdigital palmar fold and about 2 mm of palmar skin which makes the flap longer. After flap elevation, the interdigital commissure (fossa) is deepened, which shortens the wound’s length (in antero-posterior direction) and making the flap relatively longer. The raised flap shrinks and appears narrower than it really is and shown in photos; moreover, the flap, is advanced on the wound with tension and becomes longer and also thinner, and this is only its temporal appearance. The flap’s end is connected with 2-3 sutures to the wound’s edge at the level of metacarpal bone heads. Lateral flap’s
Figure 3. Technique for palmar interdigital commissural contracture treatment. (a) and (b) Contracture anatomy: interdigital commissural fold is located along palmar fossa’s edge; palmar sheet of the fold is scars, dorsal sheet and fossa is healthy skin; planning of operation: lines for contracted scars dissection and flap’s borders; (c) Upper-after scars’ dissection the trapezoid wound is formed (lower of white strip); adipose-cutaneous flap elevated, donor wound-upper strip; (c) Lower-transposed flap compensated scar surface deficit, contracture eliminated; donor wound aside the flap will be skin grafted; (d) and (e) Result: contracture removed, all commissural components restored in full; (f) Scheme of operation.

borders are connected to the borders of dissected scar sheet (Figure 1(d), upper). Thick scar edges are thinned by an excision of inner scar layer up to 2-3 mm for better flap adaptation.

Due to interdigital fossa deepening and flap transposition with tension, the small donor wounds (nearly 1 cm in diameter) are formed on the lateral surface of proximal phalanges (Figure 2(d), upper) which are covered with split skin grafts (Figure 2(d), lower). The transposed flap covers wound, compensates scar surface deficiency,
and restores interdigital commissure, interphalangeal groove and slant (Figure 1(e)). The scheme of the operation is shown in Figure 1(f).

In case of severe contracture, the fused proximal phalanges are separated up to the metacarpal bone heads where a small dimple is present (Figures 2(a) and (b)). Rough scars on the fingers are excised; thick scars are made thinner by excising inner scars’ layers, and the wound of the proximal phalanges is primarily closed. After that, the commissure is reconstructed using the described above technique. After scar sheet dissection up to metacarpal heads with Y-shaped incision and finger abduction, the trapezoid wound appears (Figure 2(c), above white strip), reflecting scar surface deficiency. According to the wound’s size and form, the adipose-cutaneous flap is elevated (Figures 2(b) and (c)). The transposed flap compensates scar surface deficit, eliminates the contracture, restores interdigital fossa, and interphalangeal groove and slant (Figure 2(d)). The scheme of the operation is shown in Figure 2(e).

The split skin transplant for proximal phalanges’ donor wound covering is harvested from the inner shoulder’s surface; the donor wound is primarily closed. All commissural contractures are reconstructed in one-stage surgery.

In case of total dorsal hand resurfacing, the commissural groove and slant are also restored with a similar adipose-cutaneous trapezoid flap (Figure 4). After scars’ excision including the lateral fold sheet, the flap is elevated in interdigital fossa which is made deeper. The flap is transposed on a dorsal interphalangeal space; its end is fixed with two catgut sutures to the wound tissues between the metacarpal bone heads. The skin graft, taken from the lateral surface of hip joint, covers the hand dorsal surface; the wounds on the lateral surface of proximal phalanges should be preferably covered with separate pieces of skin graft.

3.2.2. Palmar Contracture Reconstruction (Figure 3)
Planning consists of drawing of four lines: along the fold’s crest for separation of scars from healthy skin; Y-shaped line indicating the level for contracted scars’ dissection (middle length of proximal phalanges); the trapezoid adipose-cutaneous flap is planned in interdigital fossa with its base located in fossa’s dorsal edge (Figures 3(a) and (b)).

Surgical details. First incision separates the scar lateral (palmar) fold sheet from medial healthy sheet. With a perpendicular Y-shaped incision, the contracture is released from the fold’s crest to the metacarpal bones’ heads. (Y-shaped incision is a necessary component ensuring easy scars’ edges’ divergence and complete contracture release). As a rule, after fingers’ abduction, a trapezoid would be formed (Figure 3(c), upper, below the white strip), reflecting the size and form of scar surface deficiency. According to the trapezoid-shaped wound’s size, the adipose-cutaneous flap is raised in interdigital fossa (Figure 3(c), upper, above the white strip). For neurovascular bundle preservation, the incisions are directed parallel to the lateral surfaces of proximal phalanges. After fossa’s deepening, the flap is transposed on the wound with tension, compensating scar sheet surface deficiency, eliminating contracture, and restoring interdigital commissure (Figure 3(c), lower). The wounds located aside the flap, on the lateral surfaces of proximal phalanges (Figure 3(c), lower) are split skin grafted. As a result, the contracture is fully released, commissural groove and slant are fully restored (Figures 3(d) and (e)). A scheme for this operation is shown in Figure 3(f).

After circular hand burns, dorsal or palmar commissural scar contractures can be combined with the finger flexion contractures. Both contractures are released simultaneously; the commissures are restored first.

3.3. Results of Operations
Dorsal and palmar edge commissural contractures were fully eliminated in all 760 patients using trapeze-flap plasty. A normal commissural groove and slant were achieved; fossa’s depth and width were restored (Figures 1-5). No flap or its tip loss occurred regardless of width/length flaps’ ratio or quantity and severity of simultaneously reconstructed commissural contractures. Steady arterial and venous circulation prevented necrosis, and no other serious postoperative complications occurred influencing the final outcomes. Moreover, good blood supply allowed flaps’ transposition on the dorsal hand with tension, posing no danger of tissue necrosis. Skin grafts on the inner surface of proximal phalanges grew well without complications. Grafts’ shrinkage was insignificant and did not affect the initial postoperative depth of interdigital fossa (did not make it shallow); therefore, contracture did not recur and a follow-up operation was not necessary. Since skin grafts were deeply placed in fossa (aside the flap), the grafts were barely noticeable. With time, skin grafts accepted normal properties (color, thickness, elasticity) very closely resembling the skin of lateral phalanges’ surfaces; thus, the split skin grafts did not present cosmetic or neurovascular problems. The trapezoid adipose-cutaneous flaps did not shrink; being stretched, the flaps’ and surrounding stretched skin continued to grow, restoring and surpassing initial flaps’ width which prevented contracture recurrence in adults and more importantly in pediatric patients. As a result of flap growth, the tissue stretching normalized as well as the commissural space and interdigital fossa’s depth. In case of dorsal hand resurfacing, the trapezoid flap formed a normal commissural groove and slant. With time, the follow-up results improved: as operation scars
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Figure 4. Technique of commissure restoration in case of total dorsal hand resurfacing. A, upper-prior to surgery; (lower)-result of operation: contracture released, groove and slant fully restored, dorsal hand surface resurfaced; B-scheme of operation.
and grafts matured, flaps became bigger, fully restoring interdigital fossa, commissural groove and slant.

4. DISCUSSION

First of all, it is important to note that commissural postburn scar contractures differ from the congenital syndactyly anatomically; therefore, the reconstructive techniques and criteria for evaluating the results are also different. An adequate reconstructive technique should fully release the commissural contracture, fully restore the interdigital fossa, groove, and slant. Based on these criteria, one can evaluate the effectiveness of every curative procedure. Many techniques and flaps have been previously proposed and used for burned commissure reconstruction: Z-plasty, multiple Z-plasty techniques, skin grafting [5-8]. Parry reported [9] that Z-plasty gives optimal results. According to German and Phillip [10], the technique of simple Z-plasty gives the greatest increase in length and depth of the web space. Mlakar and Dougherty [11] suggest that dorsal hooding can be released with multiple Z-plasties, five-flap z-plasties or a series of releases and grafting; in cases of significant burn syndactyly, the dorsal pedicle flap from the remaining soft tissues on the digits can be elevated to interpose within the base of the web. Kurtzman and Stern [11] reported that local flap coverage may be adequate in mild contractures, but moderate-to-severe injuries will require a combination of skin grafting with or without local vascularized tissue.

Other flaps and techniques that had been recommended are as follows: five-flap, Y-V advancement with Z-plasty [12]; reverse triangular V-Y flaps, using two reverse V-Y island triangular flaps [13]; five-flap technique which combines a double opposing Z-plasty and with a Y-V plasty [14]; spearhead procedure (derived from V-Y plasty and the hourglass flap), making use of a local skin flap, drawn on the dorsal aspect of the hand [15]; V-M plasty and its modification (considered a good choice for release and reconstruction of postburn syndactyly and carried out with little complications) [16-18]. Sood et al. [7] considers V-M plasty one of the preferred methods; V-N plasty has been noted [19]; three-square-flap-flap method is considered a simple, reliable, and safe method for treatment of postburn syndactyly [20]; dorsal rectangular scar flap [21]; four flaps’ technique [22]; STAR-plasty, use of a single volar flap, harvested from each sidewall of both proximal phalanges, with 30-degree corners; method deepens and widens the web space [23]; “Seagull” flap [24]; rectangular flap from lateral finger surface [2]; cross incision plasty combined with longitudinal and transverse release [25]; dorsal rectangular flap with a single palmar triangular flap and full-thickness skin graft for palmar syndactyly [12]; scar island band rotation flap [26]; and lateral volar finger flap [27].

An analysis of 190 operations for correction of postburn syndactyly presented by Alexander et al. [16] showed that none of the procedures commonly used was entirely satisfactory because of partial recurrence of lesions and/or less than satisfying cosmetic results. Complete correction of the dorsal slant was a particular problem.

Not all publications and flaps are listed in this section (in past three years the attention to postburn syndactyly treatment decreased), but the presence of so many flaps and techniques for reconstruction of a simple contracture testifies of their ineffectiveness. Similar picture is observed in regards to treatment of burn contractures of other locations. Reflecting on the field of burn reconstructions, Klein [28] concludes that it is apparent that one should expect an evolution in surgical techniques and technologies that can improve the function and appearance of persons with burn injuries. It becomes quite evident that: a) treatment of interdigital commissural scar contractures is tangled; b) contracture anatomic features are not researched sufficiently; c) the suggested techniques are far from perfect; thus d) it is necessary for research to continue as the problem of preferable technique choice persists.

Most of the aforementioned techniques were tested in our institute and brought neither the surgeon nor the patients desired outcomes: contractures recurred after skin grafting, commissure restoration with triangular flap plasties was incomplete, or yet another secondary hand deformity occurred after flaps’ harvesting from fingers. The procedures commonly used and based on triangular local flap-plasty (including Y-V plasty and V-M technique and their modifications) are unable to completely compensate scar surface deficiency, fully release the contracture, and restore the interphalangeal groove and slant due to two reasons: the triangular flaps do not match the scar surface deficiency (trapezoid), and the flaps themselves are of insufficient length.

The results of our study laid ground for development of a new anatomic scar contracture classification that prompted the new approach for the following surgical techniques.

Scar contractures classification and terminology. Today, postburn scar contractures of the scar joints are categorized based on their function: flexion, extension, or adduction and abduction. In spite of great years of medical history and research, the anatomy and nature of scar contractures has not been sufficiently studied. Thus, no classification based on anatomic data (basis for reconstructive surgery) has been presented.

After studying several thousands of scar contractures, we determined that scar contracture formations follow a certain set of strict physiological principles [29]. Formation type depends on the joint’s or commissural side injured...
and covered with scars: flexion, lateral or all three joint’s sides (in relation to the joint), or lateral or inner surface of commissure (interdigital, oral, eye’s). All postburn scar contracture were classified into three types: edge, medial, and total.

Edge contractures. Contracted scars, located on the lateral commissural or joint’s surface, form a fold, located along the commissural edge (dorsal or palmar interphalangeal, lateral oral, or eye) or flexion joint’s surface (or fossa edge-cubital, axillary, and popliteal). The fold consists of two sheets. The lateral (according to commissural or joint’s fossa) is scars, and it causes the contracture due to scar surface deficiency in the fold’s length. The medial sheet of the fold and the adjacent fossa’s is healthy, allowing contracture elimination with local and adjacent tissues. The crest of the fold is the edge of scars. In other words, a contracture that is classified as edge must possess the following features: a) caused by the fold; b) the fold is located along the commissural or joint’s surface edge; c) the fold has a crest which is the edge of scars, and d) only one sheet is scars, and other sheet is healthy tissue. These specific anatomic criteria are observed regardless of contracture location. Dorsal and palmar interdigital scar contractures belong to the edge type.

Medial contractures. The contracture caused by the scar fold can be classified as medial when strictly fulfilling the following anatomic criteria: a) the fold is located along the medial commissural or joint’s flexion surface line; b) both sheets of the fold are scars. In the scar sheets, there is surface deficiency in fold’s length (cause of contracture) and scar surface surplus in width (from the fold’s crest to the joint rotation axis) which allows contracture elimination with local tissues. If responding to the above-mentioned criteria, the contracture type becomes medial regardless of contracture location. The medial contracture does not occur in 2nd - 4th interdigital spaces.

Total contractures. Postburn contracture, caused by scars, obliterating commissural fossa or tightly surrounding the joint on all three sides—flexion and both lateral without fold—is classified as total. Total contracture type is characterized by severe scar surface deficiency, excluding any application of local-flap plasty. The new scar contracture classification advanced a new, scientifically justified terminology [29].

The key to solving of the treatment problem lies in understanding of the commissural digital contracture anatomy, mainly realizing that the contracture is of the edge type 1) The contracture is caused by the fold located along the anterior or posterior fossa’s edge; only the lateral fold’s sheet is scars and it causes the contracture itself; 2) in the scar sheet of the fold there is a scar surface deficiency which has a trapezoid shape and spreads from the fold’s crest to the metacarpal bone heads; 3) the medial sheet (in relation to interdigital fossa) and interdigital fossa’s skin is healthy. Dorsal hand scars not only form the contracture, but also cause the interphalangeal groove smoothening and the slant’s disfigurement by the fold. Therefore, reconstruction should include: a) complete contracture release up to metacarpal bone heads’ level; b) scar surface deficiency (wound)/projection, and adequate compensation (wound resurfacing) with a similarly shaped (trapezoid) flap leading to the interphalangeal groove and slant restoration.

The flaps, created by Z- and Y-V plasties and their multiple modifications, are triangular and, therefore, do not correspond to the wound’s (scar surface deficiency) form which is, as a rule, a trapezoid. Thus, the flaps with acute angles are insufficient for an adequate contracture elimination and groove and slant restoration. Moreover, the triangular pointed flaps are often not mobilized due to necrosis danger; therefore, their displacement is also restricted and insufficient in length to reach the metacar-
pal bone heads which is necessary for groove and slant restoration. Thus, the wound (scar surface deficiency) shape predetermines the flap’s form, not the other way around.

Consequently, the challenge of the reconstruction is to find the donor site from which one could raise a similarly-shaped (trapezoid, long), healthy-skin flap with minimal chances of donor site morbidity. Our optimal resolution was using the undamaged interdigital fossa and adjacent lateral surfaces of proximal phalanges for flap construction of necessary size and shape. The flaps have a wide end which forms the fossa between metacarpal bone heads. It does not undergo rotation and has steady blood circulation which ensures an uncomplicated post-operative course. The donor wounds on lateral surfaces of proximal phalanges are small and deeply located; therefore, the skin transplants are hardly visible and present no cosmetic discomfort.

This new approach is based on new anatomic data (scar surface deficiency, its trapezoid form and spreading to the metacarpal bone heads) and on a new reconstructive technique (trapeze-flap plasty) which allows full interdigital scar contracture elimination and interphalangeal groove and slant restoration. Within a short period of time, the trapeze-flap plasty became the main surgical procedure and superseded all other previously used techniques. There were no contraindications for trapeze-flap plasty if the skin of interdigital fossa was not injured.

Trapeze-flap plasty possesses numerous advantages: a) the trapezoid adipose-cutaneous flap corresponds with the scar surface deficiency; therefore, the deficiency is compensated and the contracture is eliminated in full; b) the flap restores the commissural groove and slant; c) the flap has steady blood circulation and does not undergo rotation; thus, its transposition with tension up to the metacarpophalangeal joint is not dangerous; d) the flap is elevated from the bottom of interdigital space (fossa) which remained to be covered with the same flap; e) the extended flap continued to grow, normalizing the interdigital fossa’s depth, preventing the contracture recurrence which is especially important for pediatric patients; f) small transplants, located deeper on the lateral surface of proximal phalanges, do not pose a cosmetic defect and the donor site morbidity is minimal. The technique is easy to plan and perform. There are no contraindications for the application of this method. There is no need for immobilization or occupational therapy after surgery. Introduction of the trapeze-flap plasty simplified the procedure of burned commissural contractures reconstruction making it the easiest and most effective technique most often used for burned hand reconstruction.

5. CONCLUSION

Dorsal and palmar interdigital scar commissural contractures can be identified as edge contractures that are caused by the fold located along the interdigital fossa’s edge, where interphalangeal groove is smoothed and slant is disfigured. The contracted scars have trapeze-shaped surface deficiency (contracture cause), spreading from the fold’s crest to the metacarpal phalangeal heads. Reconstruction includes scar surface deficiency compensation using original approach, based on adipose-cutaneous trapezoid flap, mobilized in interdigital fossa and transposed on the dorsal hand. Small donor wounds on the lateral proximal phalanges’ surfaces are grafted. Complete contracture elimination, commissural anatomy restoration, and good cosmetic outcomes make the trapeze-flap plasty procedure the one of choice. The author believes that once one uses this technique, he will resort to no other.
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